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ABSTRACT
The continuity of soil moisture time series data is crucial for climatic research. Yet, a common problem for
continuous data series is the changing of sensors, not only as replacements are necessary, but as technologies
evolve. The Illinois Climate Network has one of the longest data records of soil moisture; yet, it has a discontinuity when the primary sensor (neutron probes) was replaced with a dielectric sensor. Applying a simple
model coupled with machine learning, the two time series can be merged into one continuous record by
training the model on the latter dielectric model and minimizing errors against the former neutron probe
dataset. The model is able to be calibrated to an accuracy of 0.050 m3 m23 and applying this to the earlier
series and applying a gain and offset, an RMSE of 0.055 m3 m23 is possible. As a result of this work, there is
now a singular network data record extending back to the 1980s for the state of Illinois.

1. Introduction
Soil moisture plays a pivotal role in hydrologic
models. These measurements and models provide estimates of subsurface soil water storage and loss mechanisms that are crucial for drought research (Sheffield
et al. 2004) and other climatic analyses (e.g., Campoy
et al. 2013; Joetzjer et al. 2013). Soil moisture data are
also relevant for decision support within agricultural
regions in the Midwest, with one such example being the
assessment of whether large equipment will damage
fields or become mired (Coopersmith et al. 2014d). The
previously cited study leveraged some of the data from
the Illinois Climate Network (ICN), which forms the
dataset for this current study.
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Several sparse soil moisture networks provide data
throughout the continental United States. Perhaps the
largest two are the U.S. Climate Reference Network
(Diamond et al. 2013) and the Soil Climate Analysis
Network (SCAN; Schaefer et al. 2007). In addition to
these national networks, each of which provides on the
order of 100 sensors, there are state-level networks that
provide soil moisture time series data for climate research within their boundaries. Such networks are
available in Oklahoma (Illston et al. 2008), North Carolina (Pan et al. 2012), Nebraska (Hubbard et al. 2009),
and as mentioned previously, in Illinois (WARM 2014).
Previous inquiries have compared the performance of
one soil moisture measurement instrument against another, but only one utilized an overlapping, multiyear
time series (Cosh et al. 2016). Additionally, other research has attempted to lengthen and homogenize a data
record by using one product when another was unavailable (Coopersmith et al. 2015a). In this analysis, a
comparison has been performed between two soil
moisture products provided by the Illinois State Water
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research study, after which monitoring ceased—it is also
excluded from further analysis. Each installation
contains a collocated precipitation gauge in addition to
its soil moisture sensor. The star denotes Champaign,
the headquarters of ISWS. This extensive and unique
data record from ICN can be improved upon by
generating a singular series with similar dynamics
throughout the data record. There are four main steps to
this study.
First, the relationship between neutron probes and
dieletric probes is analyzed during the periods for which
both products are available. This analysis addresses the
5-cm (;2 in.) depth for soil moisture measurement only.
Second, with precipitation data also available hourly
during all periods for which the dielectric data are
available, using a precipitation-driven model of soil
moisture, the diagnostic soil moisture equation (Pan
et al. 2003; Pan 2012) is calibrated using observed precipitation and dielectric-based soil moisture data and
then used to fill gaps in the current historical soil moisture data record. Third, moving forward, future soil
moisture estimation can occur if/when a sensor is removed from the network. Finally, the distributions of
the soil moisture records produced by the two sensor
technologies (neutron and HydraProbes) and the calibrated model are analyzed, demonstrating that similar
distributions of soil moisture estimates are generated by
the two in situ technologies and the model.

2. Methodology
a. In situ resources: An overview

FIG. 1. Locations of the ICN.

Survey (ISWS). The first is a sequence of neutron
probe measurements. The probes were installed during the late 1980s and provided measurements every
2 weeks until as late as 2008 at some locations. These
probes were eventually supplanted by a dielectric
probe manufactured by Stevens Water (HydraProbe).
The Stevens probes provided regular, automated measurements, beginning in the early 2000s and extending
to the present. Figure 1 presents the locations of 19
active sensor installations within the ICN. Monitoring
ceased at the Wildlife Prairie Park (Wildlife Park) site in
the early 2000s, at which point Big Bend became its
replacement—neither is used in the subsequent analysis.
The Arcola site was utilized on a short-term basis for a

As discussed, each of the sites within the Illinois Climate Network contained a neutron probe (typically installed from the late 1980s until roughly 2008) and a
coaxial impedance dielectric reflectometry sensor (a
HydraProbe, called ‘‘dielectric’’) installed in early 2003
and active thereafter. At each location’s collocated
precipitation gauge (which reports an hourly reading),
since 2008, the ICN records total precipitation received
within the previous hour. Prior to 2008, the ICN reported the total quantity of precipitation in the sensor’s
‘‘bucket,’’ rather than the previous hour’s collection.
Data were cleaned by subtracting the readings from the
previous hour from the current hour’s value in these
cases. Values were not permitted to fall below zero—for
example, the bucket is emptied and the subsequent
hour’s reported value becomes lower than the previous
hour. Though the effects of evaporation introduce potential sources of error in these pre-2008 cases, if negative differences are set to zero (i.e., in the absence of
rain, the bucket reports 10 mm and then 9.9 mm the next
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hour) and one presumes evaporation during rain events
to be minimal (i.e., 10 mm in hour t and 13.2 mm in hour
t 1 1 after a rain event), then the impact of this datagathering change should be small. Moreover, the considerable majority of overlap between neutron and
dielectric readings, the time for which this study’s
comparisons occur, takes place with the single-tippingbucket measurement method. With respect to quality
control, both precipitation and soil moisture measurements are marked with appropriate error codes when
values are missing and/or estimated from data procured
from surrounding stations—the latter occurring when
network managers deem data unreliable and flag the
values as such. Both types of flagged data are removed
from this analysis.
Both neutron probes and dielectric measurements are
well-established tools for delivering in situ measurements, having been discussed in the literature for several
decades (e.g., Schmugge et al. 1980). Neutron probes,
since their development nearly 70 years ago (Belcher
et al. 1950) by detecting the presence of hydrogen atoms
in the immediate proximity of the sensor via the return
of slower-moving neutrons, estimate moisture within the
soil (Chanasyk and Naeth 1996) at a spherical distance
given by an equation from Kristensen (1973):
R5

100
.
(1:4 1 0:1W)

(1)

Equation (1) estimates a radius R (cm) based on volumetric water content W (a percentage). Thus, for sensors
in Illinois, where soil moisture levels are typically between 10% and 40%, the sphere of influence ranges
from roughly 15 to 20 cm in wet soil to 40 cm in dry soils.
Though above-surface vegetation has been shown to
play a small role in neutron probe soil moisture
(Coopersmith et al. 2014a), with sensitivity of neutron
probes to moisture decreasing linearly with distance
cubed, they serve as strong point approximations when
installed at surface depths. Calibrations of dielectric soil
moisture instruments suggest the soil sampled for estimation of a dielectric constant (the proxy for moisture
levels) is approximately 60 cm3, as determined by Hanson
and Peters (2000). This study finds the influence of dielectric
sensors to be between 1 and 4 in. (2.5–10 cm), depending on
the device. Though smaller perhaps than neutron probe
ranges, this implies a spatial estimate nonetheless.

b. Comparison methods
In comparing the values from the neutron probes to
those produced by the dielectric probes at the same location, we began by calculating correlation and RMSE
values between the neutron probe values and the

calibrated dielectric probe measurements. Next, an optimal linear offset was introduced to the dielectric probe
readings, a bias correction to the neutron probe values
(assumed to be the most accurate; Evett and Steiner
1995). This decreases the calculated RMSE values but
leaves the correlation values unchanged. Finally, an
optimal gain (slope) and offset is introduced to dielectric
probe values, thereby offering the best possible linear
correction between dielectric probes and neutron
probes. Once again, a lower RMSE value is obtained
while the correlation values remain constant.
Having completed three comparisons (unaltered, with
an optimal offset, with an optimal gain and optimal
offset), the residuals are analyzed between the raw
values of the neutron probes and dielectric probes.
Neutron probes have been shown to ‘‘count’’ moisture
stored in vegetation in addition to the moisture stored in
the soil that they are intended to measure. Corrections
have been introduced to Cosmic-Ray Soil Moisture
Observing System (COSMOS) rovers (first introduced
by Zreda et al. 2008), whose area estimates have been
shown to be influenced by proximal vegetation
(Coopersmith et al. 2014a). For this reason, we observed
whether the passage of the growing season seemed to
alter the residuals obtained between the neutron probe
and dielectric probe measurements. All measurements
are compared with the model product during periods
when all three products are available.
This analysis focuses upon soil moisture estimates
produced by the two relevant technologies at the 5-cm
depth. This depth reflects the focus of studies performed
within other sparse and dense networks alike (e.g.,
Stillman et al. 2014). Soil moisture at the surface level also
becomes a key parameter to be estimated with remotely
sensed estimates from land surface satellites (AMSR-E,
SMOS, SMAP, etc.). Soil moisture estimates used to
calibrate and validate those satellites are those taken at
the 5-cm depth from dense and sparse networks.

c. Model calibration
The diagnostic soil moisture equation is a simple
lumped bucket model developed by Pan et al. (2003) and
updated by Pan (2012) to better facilitate its calibration.
This model calculates a modified antecedent precipitation index, convoluting a series of decaying temporal weights with a time series of antecedent
precipitation. Integrating these weights with estimated
losses from deep drainage or evapotranspiration, which
are assumed to be fully specified by a sinusoidal function
with a period of one year, a precipitation time series is
converted to a soil moisture time series by a model
containing six calibrated parameters. The diagnostic soil
moisture equation is defined as
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uest 5 ure 1 (fe 2 ure )(1 2 e2c4 b ) .

(2)

Originally designed as a model with which to estimate
the average daily soil moisture, the model can be
updated to produce hourly estimates (represented by
uest ). In Eq. (2), fe and ure denote the maximum and
minimum possible modeled values for soil moisture
(porosity and residual soil moisture, respectively, both
measured in m3 m23), while c4 indicates the rate at which
soil dries, as a function of both conductivity and drainage. Note that for infinitesimal values of c4 , the soil is
presumed to dry infinitely rapidly. The term uest remains
anchored to its lowest possible value, ure . In contrast, if
c4 grows large, then the soil will be unable to dry, remaining pinned to fe , its highest possible value. The
dimensionless b series appears below:
2
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Within the b series, the convolution occurs, combining a
precipitation series (values of Pi ) running backward by
hour i. Rainfall from the previous hour therefore
carries a larger weight than rainfall from the previous
day, week, month, etc., until n historical hours have been
reached (the weights eventually decay to trivial values).
The depth of the model estimate is denoted by z. The
values of hi , the eta series, connote the estimated losses
due to deep drainage or evapotranspiration at hour i,
which is assumed to be part of a sinusoidal function
defined by three parameters (the fourth, period, is assumed to be equal to one year). The three parameters of
the sinusoid, then the three parameters (fe , ure , and c4 )
in Eq. (2) are fit via a pair of real-coded genetic algorithms, for which more detail is available in
Coopersmith et al. (2014c). Each ISWS location is fit
with a distinct set of six parameters (the three parameters of the sinusoid, and fe , ure , and c4 ) along with a
historical window to consider, n.

d. Determining model validity, choosing viable sites
The calibration–validation process of model development can be deployed as a filter, allowing us to exclude sites for which a model cannot be calibrated and
validated successfully. This approach was used in
Coopersmith et al. (2015a) to choose 91 sites from within
the U.S. Climate Reference Network (USCRN; 114
sensors in total) whose historical data records could be
extended by employing the diagnostic soil moisture
equation. This approach also distilled the most reliable
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and consistent sites from SCAN. In turn, with these
works having demonstrated that this model can be
calibrated successfully at 1001 locations scattered
throughout the CONUS, if a site in Illinois cannot be
calibrated in this manner, it is reasonable to assume
that the time series data may contain some irregularities that would disqualify them from use in
this work.
The diagnostic soil moisture equation was calibrated
and validated during the growing season only. This was
achieved by utilizing only data from days 100 to 300 of a
calendar year, and thereby avoiding issues of freeze–
thaw for which the diagnostic soil moisture equation is
not appropriately constructed. The calibration period
was chosen to be the data from the installation of the
dielectric probes and precipitation gauges (in 2003 or
2004) through the conclusion of the 2011 growing season. Three additional growing seasons (2012, 2013, and
2014) were retained for validation of the parameters
calibrated on the historical datasets. It is worth noting
that the dynamic range of soil moisture values present in
Illinois is larger than most locations throughout the
CONUS. Within these data, soil moisture values frequently exceed 0.4 or even 0.5 m3 m23 while still falling
to values below 0.1 m3 m23 during dry-down events. For
this reason, root-mean-square error (RMSE) values in
the 0.05–0.07 m3 m23 range are probably reasonable
model performances (where, say, in an arid region
where soil moisture rarely exceeds 0.15 m3 m23, they
would not be). In these cases, a site will be deemed viable if, during the validation period, an RMSE value
below 0.07 m3 m23 is achieved in concert with a correlation (Pearson’s r) . 0.7 (this roughly corresponds to
r2 . 0.5, meaning more variance is explained by the model
than not). The standard has been selected due to the
challenges of modeling soil moisture in the Upper
Midwest, where anthropogenic influences (tillage, irrigation, tile drainage, etc.) are significant. Analyses for
which soil moisture models are calibrated in the Upper
Midwest (e.g., Coopersmith et al. 2015a,b,c) often produce validation correlations in the 0.7–0.85 range. Other
hydrologic process models fail altogether in this region
(e.g., Ye et al. 2012). To ensure that model performance
is not compromised by flooded sensors immediately
following rain events and/or sensors that have not yet
received the infiltrated rainfall, the 4 h immediately
following a rain event are removed. This 4-h removal has
been deployed in other similar comparisons of soil
moisture products to ensure consistency. (Coopersmith
et al. 2015a,b,c).
As this model is highly dependent upon the accuracy
and reliability of precipitation data, steps were taken
during the calibration and validation periods to ensure
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FIG. 2. Freeport 2014. Model vs dielectric probe in situ.

defensible machine learning approaches over imperfect
datasets. For this reason, the flagged precipitation data
points and/or those with missing values are set to zero
but ignored in terms of calculating the fitness functions
within the genetic algorithms used for calibration; that
is, those time stamps are not used to determine the accuracy of a model when attempting to calibrate optimal
parameters, and subsequently, in validation, whether or
not it meets appropriate thresholds.
Having used a model to ascertain the consistency and
reliability of a given site’s dielectric probe and precipitation time series at that location, an additional constraint is imposed, requiring that neutron data are available
at times overlapping the dielectric probe measurements.
At this point 11 sites remained, containing between 9 and
45 neutron probe measurements during the period in
which dielectric probe measurements were gathered.
These sites included Belleville, Brownstown, Carbondale,
Champaign, Dixon Springs, Fairfield, Freeport, Monmouth, Olney, Springfield, and Stelle (see Fig. 1).

e. Verification of similar distributions
In comparing neutron probe estimates to those generated with dielectric probes, it is illustrative to calculate
the first two moments of the distribution of those estimates during periods where both products exist. In so
doing, we can understand how ‘‘different’’ the values
produced by neutron and dialectric probes are on a statistical level, and to what extent the variability generated
by the model approximates the variability of measurements produced by dielectric and neutron probes.

3. Results
Figure 2 presents a time series at the Freeport site (see
Fig. 1) during validation—in this case during the

growing season of 2014. The blue line illustrates the dielectric probe values as measured hourly. The red line
represents the model’s approximation thereof. Finally,
the blue bands atop the image convey the values of the
dimensionless values of the b series, the antecedent
precipitation convolution.
This is a model that performs well, achieving a correlation of 0.839 and an RMSE value of 0.045 m3 m23 despite historical values ranging from 0.12 to 0.45 m3 m23.
As discussed during the methodology section, correlations above 0.7 and RMSE values below 0.07 m3 m23 are
the thresholds to consider. This allows our analysis to
continue consideration of Freeport results hereafter.
Table 1 presents the overall findings of our analysis at
each site, providing the aggregate performance of the
comparisons and model performances.
Table 1 presents results comparing neutron and dielectric measurements, beginning with every site for
which there is a period where both neutron and dielectric measurements exist. Rows 2–4 improve the results by eliminating sites for which a model cannot be
successfully calibrated, then introducing the optimal
TABLE 1. Performance of dielectric probes and calibrated models
against neutron probes.
Subset

RMSE (m3 m23)

All sites containing overlapping
neutron/dielectric probe data
After elimination of sites for which the
model performed poorly
After including optimal offsets
After including optimal gains and offsets
Model estimates (calibrated by dielectric
probes) against neutron probes
Model estimates with optimal gain/offset,
against neutron probes

0.084
0.073
0.056
0.050
0.080
0.055
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FIG. 3. Fairfield 2003–08. Dielectric probe vs neutron probe
comparisons.

linear offset (bias correction) to the remaining sites, and
then introducing an optimal offset and gain. The final
two rows illustrate the performance of the model against
neutron probes with and without the introduction of the
optimal gain and offset. In all cases, the RMSE column
represents the average root-mean-square error for all of
the comparisons performed for that row.
These results suggest that an optimally offset time
series of dielectric probe data and an optimally offset
model calibrated with dielectric probe data perform
comparably against neutron probe data, both falling
between 0.050 and 0.055 m3 m23. Additionally, the
elimination of sites at which the model performs poorly
does offer a substantial benefit to dielectric probe performance against neutron probes (0.084 vs 0.073 m3 m23).
It is appropriate to note that, in Coopersmith et al.
(2016), it was discovered that the random error associated with soil moisture measurement in the Upper
Midwest via dielectric probes is 0.02–0.03 m3 m23 in
many locations and as such, even a perfect model would
encounter a minimum of this level of error.
Figure 3 presents a scatterplot, at the Fairfield site (see
Fig. 1), presenting an X–Y comparison of neutron and
dielectric probes (during the times at which neutron
probe measurements were gathered in concert with dielectric probe values, from 2003 to 2008). The pink dots
denote the unaltered dielectric probe readings, the gray
dots illustrate the same readings following the introduction of an optimal offset, and the blue dots signify
the results once an optimal gain and offset have been
introduced. For clarity, a green dashed line with a slope
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of unity is offered to better illustrate the relationship
between the two data sources. It is evident that, with the
introduction of an appropriate gain and offset, a relationship that appears close to 1:1 can be achieved.
Figure 4 presents an annual time series (2005) from
the Carbondale site. The dark blue line presents the
dielectric probe time series values before the introduction of an optimal offset (dark blue dashed line).
Finally, after the introduction of an optimal gain and
offset, the light blue dashed line illustrates the optimally
adjusted time series. These are compared with the pink
dots, the values of the neutron probe measurements. In
Fig. 4 specifically, it is evident that the neutron probe
senses more moisture than do the dielectric probes. As a
result, the optimal offset shifts the dark blue line upward. From there, the addition of an optimal gain results
in a smaller alteration, which approximates the values of
the pink dots much more closely. The nature of the remaining errors becomes the topic of the next set of
results.
Figures 5 and 6 present the residual plots at Brownstown and Freeport during the entirety of the overlapping period between dielectric probe and neutron
probe measurements. The values of these residuals are
plotted against the day of the year (0–365) in which they
occur. In Brownstown (Fig. 5), it is evident that the
values of the residuals increase as the growing season
elapses. As the residuals are the difference between the
neutron probe values and the Hydprobe measurements
(the former responds to moisture stored in vegetation,
the latter does not), it seems plausible that, at Brownstown, the growth of vegetation covering the sensory
installation affects one measurement product but not
the other. In contrast, at Freeport (Fig. 6), no such trend
is observed. Additionally, while all ICN measurements
are made under sod, between the two stations utilized as
examples (Brownstown and Freeport), the former is
located in a lower-lying area that can, potentially,
become mired.
Table 2 presents the summary statistics of the distributions of the three soil moisture products (neutron,
dielectric, model) at each of the 11 well-performing locations, during those time stamps where the records of
all three products overlap.
In Table 2, mN, mD, and mM represent the mean soil
moisture at each location for the neutron probes, dielectric probes, and model estimates, respectively. The
sN, sD, and sM values denote the standard deviations of
those respective distributions, respectively. It is evident
that neutron probes report slightly higher soil moisture
values than their dielectric counterparts, as found by
Coopersmith et al. (2014a). The average mN value,
0.291 m3 m23, exceeds the average mD value, 0.253 m3 m23.
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FIG. 4. Carbondale 2005. Illustration of adjusted dielectric probe data to approach neutron
probe measurement values.

The model, calibrated using dielectric probes, nonetheless,
generates values that fall between the two, as the average
value of mM, 0.270 m3 m23.
It is also worth noting that the variability of the neutron and dielectric probe measurements are comparable, with the average values of sN and sD at 0.100 and
0.090 m3 m23, respectively. The model’s estimates display somewhat diminished variabilities, as they are
calibrated via the dielectric estimates (that do not respond to the vegetation-bound soil moisture of the

neutron probes), ignoring hours during and immediately
following rain events—this smooths the estimates such a
model generates.
Table 3 presents the results from two-tailed, paired,
heteroscedastic t tests to compare the means of the
distributions of soil moisture estimates generated
by the neutron probes, their dielectric replacements, and
the model. Additionally, the results of F tests assessing
the significance of the differences in standard deviations
associated with the three products are calculated. The

FIG. 5. Brownstown 2003–08. Residual plot with notable trend.

FIG. 6. Freeport 2003–08. Residual plot without a notable trend.
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TABLE 2. Distributions of soil moisture values from three products.
Site

Start Year, DOY

End Year, DOY

n

mN

mD

mM

sN

sD

sM

Belleville
Brownstown
Carbondale
Champaign
Dixon Springs
Fairfield
Freeport
Monmouth
Olney
Springfield
Stelle

2003, 177
2003, 119
2003, 121
2003, 151
2003, 150
2003, 149
2003, 121
2003, 106
2003, 134
2003, 105
2003, 135

2004, 259
2008, 183
2008, 198
2004, 210
2004, 275
2008, 198
2008, 197
2004, 244
2004, 274
2008, 197
2004, 260

13
40
38
12
12
45
34
17
9
40
9

0.273
0.338
0.330
0.266
0.292
0.301
0.278
0.256
0.261
0.276
0.333

0.236
0.314
0.221
0.178
0.252
0.348
0.258
0.248
0.231
0.231
0.272

0.218
0.314
0.232
0.196
0.306
0.349
0.295
0.265
0.266
0.262
0.267

0.085
0.133
0.116
0.060
0.132
0.120
0.068
0.080
0.146
0.084
0.080

0.103
0.048
0.132
0.072
0.110
0.083
0.058
0.067
0.117
0.083
0.114

0.077
0.036
0.113
0.080
0.073
0.064
0.030
0.048
0.066
0.056
0.094

time period and sample size values are available in Table 2.
All comparisons occur only using time stamps where the
availability of all products overlap.
It is noteworthy that, with respect to comparisons of
means, it is in the minority of cases, at any given site, that
the differences in mean soil moisture reported by one
product or another are significant at the a 5 0.05 level.
In comparing the distributions from neutron and dielectric probes, 4 of the 11 sites display statistically significant differences in mean and only 2 display
statistically significant differences in variability. With
respect to the model, which was calibrated using dielectric probe data, only one site displays significant
differences with respect to either of the distribution’s
first two moments. Encouragingly, the number of statistically significant differences noted between the two
technologies exceeds the number of such differences
between the model and either technology. It is worth
noting that two distributions that are statistically significant in their differences may, nonetheless, be extremely similar. Namely, if one sensor technology
repeatedly reported 0.001 m3 m23 higher values than
another, given a sufficient number of samples, the differences would become statistically significant, despite

their obvious similarity. One technology would represent a fair replacement for the other, especially if the
introduction of a linear offset was plausible.
Note that it is possibly inappropriate to compare the
neutron probe distributions during their previous years
(beginning in the 1980s) to the dielectric estimates from
more recent years, as studies have demonstrated that the
impacts of long-term climate change are observable on
such temporal scales, specifically as it related to runoff
timing in the Midwest (Coopersmith et al. 2014b).
Hence, our comparisons are limited to time periods of
overlapping availabilities.

4. Discussion and conclusions
It was demonstrated that dielectric probes, once an
optimal gain and offset are introduced, perform relatively well in comparison with neutron probes. The
RMSE value of 0.051 m3 m23 is in line with other works
comparing performances of soil moisture products
(Coopersmith et al. 2015b). Moreover, a semiempirical
model based on the dielectric probes performs almost as
well (after the inclusion of a gain and offset) with an
RMSE of 0.055 m3 m23. It would be feasible to maintain

TABLE 3. Tests of significance—means (t tests) and standard deviations (F tests)—of neutron and dielectric probe estimates.

Site

Neutron vs
dielectric (t test)

Neutron vs
model (t test)

Dielectric vs
model (t test)

Neutron vs
dielectric (F test)

Neutron vs
model (F test)

Dielectric vs
model (F test)

Belleville
Brownstown
Carbondale
Champaign
Dixon Springs
Fairfield
Freeport
Monmouth
Olney
Springfield
Stelle

0.333
0.270
0.000
0.004
0.426
0.033
0.201
0.776
0.634
0.017
0.212

0.099
0.278
0.000
0.026
0.751
0.019
0.193
0.683
0.939
0.369
0.129

0.618
0.919
0.688
0.565
0.170
0.927
0.002
0.411
0.454
0.054
0.913

0.085
0.133
0.116
0.060
0.132
0.120
0.068
0.080
0.146
0.084
0.080

0.103
0.048
0.132
0.072
0.110
0.083
0.058
0.067
0.117
0.083
0.114

0.077
0.036
0.113
0.080
0.073
0.064
0.030
0.048
0.066
0.056
0.094
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this soil moisture record into the future with a loss of
dielectric probes, as long as precipitation data are
available. Both of these methods adjust the current soil
moisture record to mimic the dynamics of the earlier
neutron probe network. It would be just as simple to
reverse the regression and replace the neutron probe
data record to be consistent with the modern dielectric
probe network. Last, it seems plausible that one could
generate a quality-control system that employs such a
calibrated model to fill the gaps in the dielectric probe
data record where needed. Extending this particular line
of thought, future work could incorporate a model to
increase the continuous data record of ICN, specifically
at moments for which precipitation data are available
but when soil moisture data are not. In this vein, ICN can
obtain, without the installation of additional sensory
resources, a more robust and continuous data record.
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